TRACK
SELECTION
Get on the RIGHT TRACK
with FabricWall!
Understand the terminology of 22
types of track that can hold your
fabric in place.

There are three key categories to consider when choosing track:
• Track size 1/2”, 5/8”, 1”, or 2”
• Edge finish - MO (Square), BV (Beveled), CO (Radius/Rounded)
• Fabric attachment to track - TD for Top Down, BL for Bottom Load, LT for Low Tuck, CL for Center Load,
and SL for Side Load

Helpful information for selecting track:
MOTD - Side of track is not visible and the
tucking point is at the top. If visible, the
track edge needs to be pre-wrapped with
fabric. This track is to be used at windows,
doors, floors, corners and ceilings.

MOCL - Use when two panels are side by
side and both pieces of fabric are tucked
into the same piece of track to create a
mid-wall joint. Creates a monolithic look to
the fabric on the wall or ceiling.

MOBL - Side of track is exposed and the
tucking point is at the bottom. This method
avoids having to pre-wrap the edge. This
track is to be installed on a stand-alone applique type panels and with exposed edges.

MOSL - The fabric is tucked into the track
from the side to create a reveal.

MOLT - The tucking point is midway down
the side of the track.

MOOC - Fabric is tucked into the track at
the outside edge of an outside corner. The
fabric can be stretched over this track at an
outside corner to create a “seamless” look,
or two fabrics can be tucked into the track
to transition from one fabric to another.

Make your track decision easier by talking with your FabricWall representative.
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